Let X be a smooth projective variety over the complex number field. Let D -X ,D | be an effective, reduced divisor on X with only simple normal crossings, DI denoting its irreducible components. A vector bundle E defined on X is said to be ample modulo D, if for every torsion free sheaf J^ on X 9 there exists an integer m 0 >0 such that J^(x)S m (E) \ X _ D is generated by H°(X, J*(8)S m (£)) for m>m 0 . A line bundle L is very ample modulo D, by definition, if the rational map 0\ L i attached to the linear system |L| on X gives an embedding of X-D into some projective space.
Ample Vector Bundles on Open Algebraic Varieties
By Shigeharu TAKAYAMA * § 1. Introduction Let X be a smooth projective variety over the complex number field. Let D -X ,D | be an effective, reduced divisor on X with only simple normal crossings, DI denoting its irreducible components. A vector bundle E defined on X is said to be ample modulo D, if for every torsion free sheaf J^ on X 9 there exists an integer m 0 >0 such that J^(x)S m (E) \ X _ D is generated by H°(X, J*(8)S m (£)) for m>m 0 . A line bundle L is very ample modulo D, by definition, if the rational map 0\ L i attached to the linear system |L| on X gives an embedding of X-D into some projective space.
There are many question in which we come across line bundles which are not ample but ample modulo D for suitable D. For instans, let X be a toroidal compactification of a locally symmetric space of rank one of non-compact type and take D to be the boundary. In this case K x + D is nef and ample modulo D, but it is not ample in general (e. g. X is a ball-quotient surface with ellipitic curves as the cusps).
The principle aim of the present article is to generalize a theorem of Demailly on ample line bundles (i. e. the case D=Q) '.
Theorem 1. There exists a function C(ri) in n^N with the following property: Let X and D be as above. Let L be a nef line bundle on X which is ample modulo D. Then 2(K X +D) + mL is very ample modulo D for any m> C(dim X).
In case D=0, this theorem was proved in [De 2 ] with aid of an analytic method such as Hormander's L 2 estimates for the operator 3, Lelong number theory and Aubin-Yau's solution of the Calabi conjecture. Our proof of Theorem 1 proceeds in a similar way with necessary modifications. I would like to express my gratitude to Professor Hajime Tsuji for suggesting to me this field of reseach, as well as for encouragement and many valuable discussions. I also would like to express my thanks to the referee for many nice advices. § 2. Criteria for Ampleness
In this section, we give some criteria for a vector bundle to be ample modulo D, a divisor with simple normal crossings. For this, we shall review some analytic tools. Let X be an n-dimensional complex projective manifold and let L be a holomorphic line bundle over X with a hermitian metric h. we denote the Chern curvature form of h by c(L) = c(L, which is a J-closed real (1, l)-form representing the first Chern class CI(L) ^H 2 (X, Z). It is well known than L is ample if and only if L has a smooth hermitian metric such that c(L) is positive definite at every point. We also use singular metrics. By definition, a singular metric on L is a metric which is given in any trivialization r : L y-^^UX C by II f II = r© |e~^( ' '00) ®R of algebraic cohomology classes of degree 2, and let F + dNS R (X) (resp. F a d 7\) be the closed convex cone generated by cohomology classes of effective (resp. ample) divisors D; denote by F+ (resp. 7" a°) the interior of 7" + (resp. F^. Then, if a) is a Kahler metric on X and e>0, we have the following equivalences : Proof. Given a torsion free sheaf J^ on X, we can write J* as a quotient of locally free sheaf (of finite rank) <& on X. Let Jf be the kernel,
Proposition 2.1 ([Ha 1]). Consider the following two conditions on a vector bundle E on Y, a scheme of finite type over an algebraically closed field k: (i)
Then Jf" is also torsion free. For any metric on £?, we use the induced metric on J^ as in (2. 5) and on JT as a subsheaf of J&f. We get the following exact sequence By desending induction on /, it is sufficient to show (iii) for every vector bundle JSfonJT.
We can take (E 3 ®D for p+q=n and p, q>0. Hence, using the exact sequence of cohomology and proceeding step by step up the filtration, we deduce that for f>0 and for all large enough m. By Proposition 2. 6, E 2 ®L is ample modulo D. D Remark 2. 11. We can see from the proof above, in the situation of Corollary 2. 10, E 2 ®L is not only ample modulo D but also satisfies the good cohomological condition (iii) in Proposition 2. 6. § 3.
Vanishing Theorems and Existence of Holomorphic Sections
In this section, we recall some results in [De 2] for some criteria K x + L to be spanned, very ample and so on for a nef and big line bundle L on a projective n-fold X. The reader is referred to [De 2] for detail. Throughout of this section, we let X be an n-dimensional projective manifold.
Let 
We also use the concept of multiplier ideal sheaf of <p( [Na] ) which is the ideal subsheaf </(#>) C 6x of geams of holomorphic functions /such that \f\ 2 e"^ is integrable with respect to the Lebesgue measure in some local coordinate. The zero variety K/(0>) is thus the set of points in a neighborhood on which e~2 (p is not integrable. This zero variety is closely related to the Lelong sublevel sets E c ((p\ Indeed, if v(<p 9 jc)=7, the convexity properties of plurisubharmonic functions show that
in a neighborhood of x, and hence there exists a constant C>0 such that e~2 <;o(z) >c z \~2 r in a neighborhood of x. We easily infer that where Ji x , x is the maximal ideal of 0 Xi x . In the opposite direction, it is known that v(<p, x)<l implies the integrablity of e~2 (p in a neighborhood of x, that is, ®x, x > In particular, the zero variety K/(<p) of </(<p) satisfies (3.2) 1
With these results and symbols in mind, we have
Lemma 3. 3([Na]). For any plurisubharmonic function <p on X, the ideal sheaf J*(<p} is a coherent sheaf of ideals over X. D Proposition 3» 4([Na]). Let a) be a Kdhler metric on X and let L be a big line bundle over X. Assume that L has a singular metric of weight cp such that
Proposition 3. 4 can be seen as a generalization of the Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem ( [Ka] , [Vi] ). As a corollary of this, we have the following important The above result can be applied to construct sections of given line bundle, provided we are able to produce singular metrics with logarithmic poles. For this, we use the following existence theorem of Yau for solutions of MongeAmpere equations ( [Ya] i.e. is the curvature form of L after multiplication of the original metric by a smooth weight function e'^. By Lemma 3. 6, the MongeAmpere equation can be solved for 0, whenever /is a smooth (n, n)-form with J X f-L n . In order to produce logarithmic pole at given points x i9 ... , x N^X , let /converge to a Dirac measure at x j9 then a) will be shown to converge to a closed positive (1, 1) -current with non zero Lelong number at jc ; . Let (z ly ... , zj be local coordinates centered at x j9 defined on some neighborhood Vj= (\ z <R) . Let gj= (gj,i, • ••, gj,n) be arbitrary holomorphic functions on Vj suth that g y~1 (0) = {x) and log B Then log | gj \ has an isolated logarithmic pole at jc 7 -and (c~f^-ddlog g y -1)"= Pjd x ., where p y is the degree of the covering map g ; : (C n , ^)-^(C", 0). Indeed dd log | g ; | =g* Off log | w | has rank (n-1) on F ; -{jc^} and for every r>0 small enough. Now, let x • R~*R be a smooth convex increasing function such that x(t) = t for t>0 and #(/) = -\ for r< -1. We set Then a^> £ is a smooth positive (1, l)-form and a jtE =^~-dd log g ; | over the set of points ze F ; such that g/z) ' >£. It follows that a/ £ has a support in the compact set | g ; (z) | <e and Stokes' formula gives Hence a/ £ weakly converges to the Dirac measure p ; <5 x . as £ tends to 0. For all positive numbers r 7 >0 such that a =Sp //<!*", Lemma 3. 6 gives a solution of the Monge-Ampere equation (3.7) WE " with co £ =a)H -~^dd(p £9 since the right-hand side of the first equation is positive and has the correct integral L n over X. The solution 0 £ is only determined up to a constant. If 7 is an arbitrary Kahler metric on X, we can normalize 0 £ in such away that J^0 £ r"=0.
Lemma 3. 8 ( [De 2, Lemma 6, 6] ) . There is a sequence £ v converging to zero such that 0 £ has a limit 0 in L l (X) and that the sequence of (I, 1) -forms co £ weakly converges towards a closed positive (1, 1) -current T. The cohomology class of T is equal to c l (L) and T=a)+^j^dd</). D Let L/C X be an open coordinate patch that L is trivial on a neighborhood of U 9 and let e~h be the weight representing the initial hermitian metric on Li # Then -~-d^h=a) and -^-<55(/z+0 £ ) =CL> £ , so the function <p £ = /z+0 £ defines a plurisubharmonic weight on L| #, as well as its limit (p = h+ (/) . By the continuity of G, Green operator associated with 7, we also infer that the family (0 £ ) is bounded in L\X).
The usual properties of subharmonic functions then show that there is a uniform constant C such that <p e < C on U. We use this and equation (3. 7) to prove that the limit (p has logarithmic poles at all points jc y -E= U, thanks to Bedford and Taylor on U.
For Ci sufficiently large, we infer u>v on U, hence and a closed positive (1, 1) -current T= lim w^.e ==/(!,)! + J^5 90£c 1 (L) such that Corollary 3. 10 is still valid. In this case, h is taken to be the weight function corresponding to c(L) 1 .
Let us assume (with the notations of Corollary 3. 10) that each point Xj is isolated in Ei(y>). Then we conclude by (3. 2) and Corollary 3. 5 that there is a surjective map (3. 12)
Finding sufficient conditions ensuring that Xj is isolated in E 1 (^)=E 1 (30 is done in the next section. The rest of this section, we explain how to choose the logarithmic poles log g y | and the contants r ; to obtain specified ideals and jets of sections at each point x jf Suppose that an ideal / fLM XiX , is given at point Xj, in other words, that we are given a 0-dimensional subscheme (S 1 , CD 5) with 3= {xi, ... , *#} and 0s.x.
= ® x.x.// j-We want to find sufficient conditions for the surjectivity of the restriction map
By (3. 12), we need only find a germ of map g j ,: (X, x^) ^(C", 0) and a constant T ji0 such that *f(r ji0 log 1 g } -\)C./j. For r ; >r /0 and £ small enough, Corollary 3. 10 then implies ./((I-e)^))C £ / ; -. Thus we have to choose a slightly larger than o^^p-c^ where p ; is the degree of the covering map g j9 this is possible only if L n >o Q . Let us discuss some specific cases. Spannedness. To obtain that K x -\-L spans at x&X, we consider a single point Xi = x and take / \ -^x,x> &i(
. Then «/(r lj0 log | gi!)d^^x as desired.
Separation of points. To obtain the separation of two points x^x 2 in ^Tby sections of K X +L, we make the same choices as above at x l9 x 2 and get O Q =TI >Q -i-T2 t o = 2n
n . If Xi, x 2 are infinitely near in some direction £^TX, we choose coordinates (z 1? ... , z n -i, z w 2 ). We can choose g 1 (z) : =(z 1 , ... , z n _ 1? z n 2 ) and Ti }0 = n. Then the degree of gi is p i = 2 and we find again O 0 -p iT" 0 =2n n .
Corollary 3.13. Let L be a nef and big line bundle. A sufficient condition for spannedness (rasp, separation of points) of K X +L on a given set S is L
n >a Q with o Q =n n (rasp. o 0 =2n") provided that the solution a) E of (3. 7), rasp, the solution &) m>£ =6/ m H-^-dd(/) m>E of (3. 11), always has a subsequence converging to a current T for which all points jcEESTll^CT) are isolated in E^T),
D § 4. Generalization of Demailly's Self-intersection Inequality for Closed Positive Current
In this section, we generalize some results of Demailly ([De 2, Theorem 10. 7] and so on) with the aid of the criteria in Section 2 for a vector bundle to be ample modulo D. Through out of this section, we use the following notations X : an w-dimensional projective manifold, D : a divior on X with simple normal crossings, and L : a nef line bundle on X. Let r=c(L)>0 be the curvature current of any singular metric on L. We want to derive a bound for the codimenion p components in the sublevel sets E C (T) in terms of the pth power {T} p of the cohomology class of T. In general, T p does not make sense as a current. However, products of currents can be defined in some special circumstances. Suppose that 0 is a closed positive (p, p) -current and that 0 is a locally bounded plurisubharmonic function on a complex manifold M. According to Bedford-Taylor ([B-T 2]), the product 0A /-T990 can be defined by Various example (cf . [Ki] ) show that such products can not be defined for arbitrary plurisubharmonic functions 0 ; . However, functions with -°o poles can be admitted if the polar set is sufficiently small. 
Proposition 4.2 ([De 2, Proposition 10.2]). Let (p be a plurisubharmonic function on M such that 0 is locally bounded on M-A, "where A is an analytic subset of M of codimension >p-\~l at each point. Then

v(T, x)-^<-minord/y^Cr, x) for all x^X.
The idea is to decrease the Lelong numbers by replacing each section /,-by some of its high order derivatives, or rather by some jet section. In this way, the polar components with low generic Lelong number disappear and we can decrease the dimension so as to be able to take intersections of currents (thanks to Proposition 4. 2).
First step: E%®(!)(3F+sL+ma(j) is ample modulo D, for m-jets bundle
We show by induction on m that EZ-^QdF+sL+maGr) satisfies the condition (iii) of Proposition 2. 6 for every me N. For m= 1, EQ* ® 0(3 F+sL+ aCf) = 2F+ aG, this is a positive line bundle. There are exact sequences
Tensoring & ($F+sL+ma(j) with the duals, we get the following exact sequences
By the induction hypothesis, En-i®@(3F+sL+maG) satisfies (iii) of Proposition 2. 6. Since S m TX®&(maG} is spanned on X-D by our assumption, S m TX (8) 0 (F+ raaG) is ample modulo D by Proposition 6. 3 in Section 6 below. By Proposition 2. 9, S m TX®(9(2F+maG) satisfies (iv) of Proposition 2. 7 and (iii) of Proposition 2. 6 as well. By the proof of Corollary 2. 10, .E*(8)0(3F+sL+ maG) and so E* (8) where t+ : =max{t, 0} for t^R. Hence we have inequality
that is, we have been able to construct a new curvature current --dd(j) Si m on L in which all the Lelong numbers that were <-^-have been killed on X-D. Unfortunately the curvature is no longer >0, but by (4. 5) we have where Sf(ti), I<j<p 9 denotes the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree j in b !,..., 6 P and Sf (6) = 1-Since [1(1 + 6/0 = 2S/(6) a', we get
If L is only supposed to be nef and ample modulo D, we follow essentially the same arguments and replace a) in all our inequalities by a) OT =c(L) m +-^-cG4) with an ample line bundle A (see below of Corollary 3. 10). Note that all (n, n)-forms o)n were defined to be proportional to j n =c(.A) n , so the inequalty 4. 9 becomes in the limit Proof. Select r ; >r /0 so that L n~p e Y still satisfies the above lower bound with the corresponding value O>O Q . Then apply Proposition 4. 13 with 3= {x l9 ... , X N }. Inequality (4. 14) shows inductively that b p </3 p for p>2 9 so b n <\ and we get codim (^(T), x^=n at each point Xj. Thanks to (3. 2), Corollary 3. 5 and Corollary 3. 10 imply the desired surjectivity property.
D § 5. Very Ampleness Criterion on Open Varieties
In this section, we will prove Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. Throughout of this section, we assume that X is an n-dimensional projective manifold, that D is a reduced effective divisor on X with only simple normal crossings and that K x + D is nef.
Let L be a nef line bundle on X and assume that L is ample modulo D. To use the results of section 4, we have to find some constant a>0 such that 73f<8> aL is spanned on X-D. where rank (J 1 /0=n+l and det (J l f) = K x +(n+i)F. The n-th extrior power A "( J l f) is also generated by global sections over X-D and there is a surjective morphism We have Oi<T' n o Q and our conditions become n -'>r//?' »rn ^-(^^na-'(2n-)"-'-1 C7o forp<«-2, // p >U^I +l pT n a Q V p -\ [ (n-1) C7 n _! F n _! r n a 0 for p= n-1.
A sufficient condition is fi>o 0 max {(n-DtCX-.r,,, a
We adjust A and a so that (n-l)CC,F;-X=a max and we take this common value to be our constant C n . A numerical caluculation gives C n < 3 for all n. In the proof of Theorem 1, we assume that K X +D is nef only to use the iteration trick and to show that Kx+D+L is again nef for a nef line bundle L. So we can apply our argument for L= -m(K x +D) with appropriate m>0.
D § 6. Appendix
In this section, we shall mention of some elementary properties of vector bundles which are ample modulo D. The proof is the same as in [Ha 1, § 2]. Let X be a complex projective manifold, D be a divisor with only simple normal crossings, and let E, E l and E 2 be vector bundles on Z(the following propositions even hold for vector bundles on a scheme X of finite type over an algebraically closed field k and non trivial (Zariski) closed subset D). 
